Constitution Day Pledge administered by Dr. Bellappa.S, Professor and Head, Department of Chemistry, Mysuru.

Students taking the Constitution Day pledge
EBSB & NSS Unit of GSSSIETW, Mysuru celebrated the Constitution Day on 26th November 2019 a day with unique historical significance, as it was on this day in 1949 the Indian Constitution was adopted and thereafter it came into force on January 26th 1950. All first year students of GSSSIETW have taken the “Constitution Day Pledge”, towards resolving all differences among us through dialogue and constitutional means without resorting to physical violence in the case of any dispute. EBSB & NSS program officer Sheshadri S N gave brief introduction about importance of Constitution Day Celebration. During this occasion, Dr.Bellappa S Professor and Head, Department of Chemistry emphasised the importance of fulfilling our responsibilities before preserving our rights. Followed by this he administered constitution day oath to the students. Students wholeheartedly participated to accomplish the pledge.